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The term “social justice“ is commonly referenced as the objective of creating a fair 
and equal society, with equitable distribution of wealth, opportunities, and privileges, 
where individual rights are recognized and protected, and decisions are made in ways 
that are fair and honest. To realize the principles of social justice in and through arts 
and cultural education, the author considers practical considerations for social justice 
through the following areas: access and participation, board development, teacher 
recruitment, and curriculum development. 
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The theme of justice is embedded 

throughout Case-making and 

Systems Change for Arts and Cultural 

Education, specifically related to the 

delivery of equitable access to arts 

and cultural education through the 

many layers of civic participation and 

public policy. As we learn how better 

to advocate for ourselves, the field, and 

the larger arts and culture sector, we 

become part of a societal movement 

to achieve change for the greater 

good. However, there is a deeper layer 

beyond just the ‘fairness’ of allocating 

resources or providing access – we 

must think deeper about social justice 

in arts and cultural education, and 

through arts and cultural education. 

The term social justice is commonly 

referenced as the objective of creating 

a fair and equal society, with equitable 

distribution of wealth, opportunities, 

and privileges, where individual 

rights are recognized and protected, 

and decisions are made in ways 

sustainable. Further, it grapples with 

the long-standing inequities in our 

societies and how we acknowledge the 

need for change and reconcile with 

our histories.

Introduction

As part of our commitment to authentically engaged learning, this article has 
been  formatted to encourage critical dialogue with the text. Throughout, there are 

numerous spaces to write, draw, or otherwise reflect while reading the text.

Pathways to Consider
To realize the principles of social 

justice in arts and cultural education, 

consider focusing your work in one 

of the following areas that require 

sustained attention: access and 

participation, board development, 

teacher recruitment, and curriculum 

development. 

Arts access and participation
According the the recent U.S. Census, 

a more accurate profile of the how 

people self-identify. In a posting 

from the U.S Census Bureau on the 

2020 Census, the report states, “The 

Multiracial population has changed 

considerably since 2010. It was 

measured at 9 million people in 2010 

and is now 33.8 million people in 2020, 

a 276% increase” (Jones, et al, 2021). 

This presents a huge opportunity 

for artists, cultural institutions and 

schools, with greater chances for a 

more nuanced understanding of our 

humanity and deeper expressions of 
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our stories of origin. If we agree that 

equitable access to and participation 

in the arts is part of a larger social 

justice goal and that communities of 

color typically have less access and 

therefore fewer opportunities for 

participation, then it is clear we have 

work to do. 

improving nonprofits’ performance 

in various areas, including 

fundraising, financial success, and 

nonfinancial performance.” 

Nonprofit boards of directors

Teacher development and recruitment

In a 2013 study, authored by Francie 

Ostrower (2013), of over 438 arts and 

cultural organizations, findings show 

a remarkable homogeneity in board 

makeup. “On average, 91% of board 

members were White, 4% were Black, 

2% were Hispanic… Fully 58.7% of the 

boards had only White, non-Hispanic 

members.” Even when organizations 

serve a diverse audience, boards are 

disproportionately White relative to 

their own audiences.

 

We may be seeing a shift towards 

greater board diversity, though 

there is still much to do. In a recent 

study, author Young-Joo Lee (2021) 

finds “the racial diversity of arts 

organizations’ governing boards 

is positively associated with a shift 

in organizational priorities, from 

privately oriented goals to publicly 

oriented ones. Board diversity 

has been advocated as a means of 

A career guidance site Zippia 

provides a demographic analysis for 

many careers, including teachers in 

the arts (dance, music, theatre, visual 

arts). Although the data does not 

distinguish between K-12 certified 

teachers and those teaching outside 

of a school setting, it is instructive 

nonetheless. In each arts discipline 

over 70% of teachers are White except 

for dance (66%). Given what we 

know about the demographics of a 

changing America, we might assume 

that the students of these teachers are 

more diverse than their teachers. Like 

governing boards, arts teachers are 

disproportionately White relative to 

their students. 

 

This disparity has many implications 

for the teacher recruitment 

pathway: from college-going high 

school seniors to higher education 

admissions, support for students 

in their field of study, teacher 

recruitment and hiring protocols, 

and teacher retention and support 

practices. 
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Through the Lens of Social 
Justice

Recent events have triggered a 

wide array of diversity, equity and 

inclusion statements and training 

in the arts & culture and education 

fields. Progress in this area has been 

gradual though halting at times. 

 

The arts curriculum—what is taught 

in the classroom (in school as well as 

outside of a school setting) — is an 

area where advocates can take local, 

immediate steps as well as working 

toward broader policy outcomes. 

As an advocate, be sensitive to the 

political context of your community. 

While some states and school 

districts are putting constraints 

on curriculum that addresses 

historical social inequities, others 

are embracing the moment with a 

new awareness of equity and social 

justice. As an educator, look for 

opportunities to embrace diversity, 

including more inclusive song 

selection for concerts, highlighting 

non-Western artistic genres, 

partnerships between schools 

and BIPOC (Black, Indigenous, 

People of Color) artists, and deeper 

study of the cultural richness of 

master artists, all leading toward a 

more inclusive conversation about 

humanity as experienced through 

artistic practice. 

Curriculum development

Overlaying the everyday work in 

arts and cultural education can be a 

social justice lens. Whether you are 

designing a curriculum, recruiting 

board members or teachers, or 

accessing participation data, ask 

yourself:

• How are my actions consistent 

with the desire to achieve equity 

and inclusion?

• In what ways do my actions 

address issues of inequality?

• In what ways do I utilize creative 

learning processes to advance 

my work?

• In what ways do I seek 

conversations outside of my 

usual network?

• How have I utilized peers or 

mentors to help guide my 

thinking and actions?

• In what ways do I see myself in 

this work?

• In what ways might I engage in 

advocacy differently?
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• How will I continue my 

commitment to the work of 

social justice through arts 

advocacy?

As noted in the introductory article 

making the case for systemic change in 

and through arts and cultural education 

is multifaceted. As with the artistic 

process, so, too, the process of advocacy 

engagement is as important as the 

final product or outcomes. The work is 

dynamic and iterative, unfolding as we 

engage in the process.

Bring your best creative self to the work. 

Who better than artists and educators to 

lead our society into new ways of solving 

old problems? 

“If you don’t stretch, you won’t know where the edge is.”

Sarah Little Turnbull, American product designer (1917-2015)

Inspired the design for the N95 mask.
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